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Cyber crime Terrorism was legalized like all other corrupt actions decades ago.

The truth world must see and act upon is the following most incredible true story of how a SINGLE super 
terrorist is a billionaire and no one knows, less people care, and others use ROBERT DEE ROSE LUCIFER 
cyber model to be billionaires past few 40 years based on truth that Keith Brent Duncan was also the key 
author of our current internet world of interlaced interlinked INTERNET single system of communications.


This is another prime backup of the most critical issue of mankind LUCIFER GREED that is truly destroying 
Life on Earth as we use to know it. All because of WMD of GREED used to pirate all of GODs wealth to 
empower a few named millions of elites who eat our people alive. This is the most deadly criminal 
investigation that has NOTHING to do with aliens or urban myths or anything that is used to DISTRACT 
attention from putting ROSE on death row by orders of YOU, our most beloved people. Keith Duncan 
stranded in MANILA from the crimes Keith discovered back in Nov 2007 and has been almost MURDERED so 
many times by named USA government officials paid off by SAME Robert Dee and terrorist wife AMY ROSE.


TheFinalTerrorist.com  solved   SolutionMilitary.com 
ManHuntRose.com (ALL) = WhereIsRobertRose.com 

client3635.wix.com/manhuntall to DOJ + World

CreatorKeith.Space + BuiltByKeith.com
BBK2019July27-MassCrimes-theFinalTerrori

SolutionPeace

DOD1092.pdf

WorldPeace-1094

SPD-1118

SolutionBankFraud

Rose2011Threats

WarMachinesCyber

$100 Million USD record Bounty on ROSEs head payable to 
Military, DOJ, literally anyone who turns his cabal group over 
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to ANY law enforcement agency including Interpol.  Even 
Criminals will hunt ROSE.

Robert Dee Rose will suffer the most horrific Death by 
causing well over $20 Trillion USD damages. READ and 
YouTube his crimes against Humanity referenced by Saint 
Keith Duncan below.

  This is the world most famous method of citizen arrest of ANY person 
for ANY crime committed.

We=Keith are the last world leaders of #1 Scientist/Engineer/
Evangelists/Keynote Crusader/antiCrime prime all expertise 
technologist creator experts gifted by GOD to teach humanity how to 
enter the Last Testament 4th dimension. I requested Political Asylum 
protection to testify against ROSE Sept 25, 2011 forward. We have 
enforced all Constitutional Laws including the Patriot Act this entire 
time to FIND all criminals at one time. Trump must personally dispatch 
Military to come find us NOW, not tomorrow.

  Here is the HUGE required Discovery Package for DOJ Military to put 
ROSE + Others on Death Row. 

CLICK: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/hwz4178rz315hqh/
AAAPH6UQPMGxLMIvtLMCECfma?dl=0 

If a single person had ever represented keiths civil rights, we 
+7.7B people would now be FREE citizens owning and 
operating absolutely everything. This direct broadcast to USA Military, 
all GOV,  Leaders, Press, Churches, + Public to  TAKE ACTION  NOW.  
Command all leadership protect Keith's life, assets, and gifts to Save 
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Humanity 
Contact Keith. (63)917-335-4300 Manila.  Skype: 
BuiltByKeith2.    Integrity 1111, Dec 3, 2019. 1194 - May 24, 2020

Dispatch all Military, FBI, Interpol, World Leaders to find + protect 
KEITH after all this time.

Above videos prove in 2011 Keith Duncan was a Billionaire in Intellectual Property. That was target of ROSE + 
others all along.

Update May 27, 2020. I, 'keith brent duncan 1-19580815-1 +100%)', do hereby testify to world that terrorist 
Robert Dee Rose (DOB 1-19710401-1 negative 100% Integrity) will suffer the worst death our eVOTE 
UNIocracy People decide once a single Official of any court of law authority or other CRIMINAL decides to 
take ROSEs fate into their hands. Keith is NEVER a VIOLATOR of any law or Constitutional Law or human 
rights. Amy Rose(dob 1-1969mmdd-1 negative 99%) and +125 others tied to him will suffer the same horrific 
open public forum execution fate broadcast by any eDevice live streamed to world based only on their evidence 
of murder, treason, espionage, and longest list of capital felony crimes. Over $50 Trillion USD of wealth have 
been transferred from world bank accounts, stock markets, and assets from Jan 15, 2008 to present day because 
NO HONEST PERSON has ever asked keith or others "WHAT ARE ROSE's CRIMES and WHO holds 
WHAT Evidence WHEN, WHERE and WHY." This is always simple.   

  Therefore Keith is the most valuable commodity in GODs and your eyes for his completed authorship, 
delivery, and broadcasts of HOW to unify earthlings using the phrase "Can you prove you are honest, what is 
your International IID number and your integrity rating?"  +7.8 Billion my people are now enrolled 
systematically into FOIA.ONE that was gifted by our redeemer keith brent Duncan who conceived all 
electronic electric paperless crime free society August 15, 1976 NCSU Raleigh NC. Anyone can enroll anyone 
else.

   This achieves total world global peace and social equality once and forever regardless of keiths future 
condition or life.  Anyone who refused to uphold Keiths Manifesto at client3635.wix.com/SolutionManifesto 
Covenant system will suffer the exact same fate.  Majority will of WE the PEOPLE has always over-ruled any 
existing law as the #1 precedence ruling is always Majority rules. The most profitable solutions mandated by 
Keith are located at SaintKeith Client3635.wix.com/SaintKeith with a deadly deadline of June 1, 2020 then Oct 
3, 2020 when these WHOIS.com sites will be destroyed forever.

     ProfitShareHolders.space TurnOffLights.space kTrade.space IntlMerchant.space HugPongFederal.co 
+ Others of CMBPowerConsultant.com are alive only because of Keiths extreme self-survival methods 
anyone in world can re-use.
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LandMark Class Action Suit 
Miscarriage of Justice. 

  keith 1-19580815-1 (+100% integrity) of 
FOIA.ONE IID,  is the lead plaintiff with over 500 
victims of ROSE based on Norfolk VA 4:11cr112 
Murder for Hire conspiracies all based on certified 
FOIA open court public freedom of Information Act 
documentation.

   Only Keith has enforced all laws, the Patriot Act and 
R.I.C.O. Act since key USA Gov officials refuse.

  Value of over $500 Million USD 
real and punitive damages.
keith brent duncan Versus Cyber 
Terrorist ROBERT DEE ROSE.
  The most powerful profitable public Scandal 
Solution is for any of these people to go on 
International live TV and confess their Crimes 
against Humanity as I can host remotely or in 
person in front of Supreme Court and 
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Congressional Military Tribunal.  Anyone can call 
these confirmed terrorists and ask them 'Why did 
you order Keith's Assassination?"  How much 
money did you make following ROSE, Yates, 
Reynolds, Covey's conspiracy orders.
Click: Youtu.be/wtV5ev6813I?t=450. The highest Prison rate 
versus lowest USA crime rate is BECAUSE 95% of all deadly WMD crimes are 
CyberCrime since 1980 era when INTERNET crimes became the secret most 
deadly weapon of all time. Keith personally prevented ALL ID Theft Cyber Crimes 
with Client3635.wix.com/SoutionBankFraud starting 1976 NCSU. YOUR 
mega Trillions of USD/other are criminally drained OUT of your accounts by these 
LUCIFER agents. These were the GOD divined solutions Stolen by ROSE and 
other most powerful USA GOV agents in Oct 2009 when I divorced my 
Criminally Insane Incompetent Wife Sherry Mingle Duncan who was the first 
person to force me into HELL Mental Hospital by false claiming I was a Drug 
Addict, criminally insane = incompetent, sex addict, robber, kidnapping, and did 
not even know my name. Same sequence happened Feb 22 2011, Aug 22 2011, 
then Sept 26-Oct 3 2011, then Dec 13 2011, Feb 22 2011, last on Oct 5 2011 
Atlanta FBI CID LYNN. All evidence was FOIA sealed, destroyed, and forged. 
Read on and TAKE ACTION. COMMAND Seizures now.

Cyber Crime Attacks against your true Savior of Justice using just 3 WORDS of 
criminal Heresay to coverup their own crimes against humanity.

  Since the only issue has always been over return of Keith's fortune and his 
HOSTING all World President peace conference now set for June 1, 2020, only 
about 1,000 persons in USA and few in China, Russia, Philippines know the TRUE 
story reality of why I and a few others are the hidden billionaires Guardian 
Angels conceived 1-19580815-1 and sent By GOD Higher Power to show the 
human race how to PREVENT almost all crimes with use of our (c)(tm) Patent 
solutions that was the true target of ROSE and others who have been using our 
anti crime technology and methods to destroy humanity with WMD - Cyber crime 
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attacks. We are mortal and are often murdered because we teach Global World 
Peace.

  Use SolutionPeace.com and BuiltBykeith.Com/ClearHouse as the answer 
methodology to restore ALL assets back to 7.77 billion our people. We ask to be 
escort flown to Interpol, then DOD, NSA, CIA first. Then we ALL host required 
Press Conference SUMMIT with our top Presidents and Corporate executives to 
prevent all cyber crime, remove all CORRUPT individuals and then explore 
CreatorKeith.SPACE.

KTrader.Space, TurnOffLights.Space using ProfitShareHolders.SPACE 
that returns full control to all share holders and benefits all humanity.  FLY us to 
your greatest places of needs using original Client3635.wix.com/BidOnkeith 
= soon BidOnKeith.SPACE.

  The ONLY restriction we have is the unknown BLACKLIST order in ?? secret 
Database of FBI, AG, HLS probably on infamous N.C.I.S.

that states KEITH can never be allowed to testify to anyone including TRUMP, 
Congress, DOD, PRESS, humanity.  Truly criminally insane, and all solved then 
prevented by SolutionMilitary.com SolutionJudge.com and other World Global 
Peace Solutions builtBykeith.com/ClearHouse.

Legally Authorized BOUNTY Rewards as 
soon as each crime was committed, as we have indeed raised the levels 
as required to get the attention of Law Enforcement and Public at all 
levels. 

LAST UPDATE: May 13, 2020   FOCUS 
DOD, DOJ + world here.
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 Was ROSE behind 2011-09-11 Twin Towers attack?  Sources claim yes/Maybe. He was 
operating Terrorist group in Atlanta at that time and reported to USAGOV, Interpol, Press 
as soon as any crime was committed including massive money laundering 2003 forward.

1. $100 Million USD. Robert Dee Rose DOB 1971-April 01 (integrity -99%) IID 
1-19710401-1. His wife Amy has $10 Million USD bounty. His other crime team $10,000 
USD each too numerous to keep relist rebroadcasting...   Other CRIMINALS, Military, 
DOJ, DOD, even churches can easily FIND HIM this entire time, citizens arrest him and 
escort him or anyone else to the local Judge using SolutionJudge. This updated and sent 
to SALLY Q YATES Nov 7, 2019 just like keith has done for 11.11 years now, turning 
over all crime evidence and data TO Police, PRESS, LAWYERS IRS, FBI, AG, 
USMarshals, Military, Congress, Presidents in that EXACT required Order. Who will 
claim the $125 Million USD (25%) of the over $500 Million USD damages for filing a 
few legal papers?  Anyone can do this according to ROSE who said to me 'Anyone can 
sue anyone' back in Jan 2008 that was also a threat to destroy HIS evidence. Amy Rose 
made the same threat to Sherry Mingle Duncan Dec 22, 2007.

2. $1,000,000 USD on Cobb County GA DA berry vic reynolds now GBI Director 
under GOV Kemp who was our $6,000 USD lawyer per 4 times forged Marietta PD. 
11.1.2506.99, VIC (very SIC according to Keith and GOD) had TPO dismissed July 15, 
2011 and threatened my life April 2014 in front of 6 eyewitness sheriffs. I voice recorded 
his threats to murder me. He also remains free since ROSE has already extorted other top 
officials all the way top of office of Atl DOJ AG Sally Q Yates. Clearly Berry Reynolds is 
part of #1 top Legal Conspiracy AgileLaw.com Cyber Crime Terrorist ring run by ROSE 
and Atlanta Terrorist Attorney Alexander Cyclone Covey. WhoIs registered Aug 28, 2011 
is proof again that ROSE was ordering Keith's murder by forcing him into jail on his 
HERESAY. The arrest warrant was NEVER signed or dated but was issued Sept 26, 2011 
9 am once ROSE saw keith was turning over everything to USA Military as #1 consultant 
advisor of all time.

  The two false charges were :Count 1 for SAME VIDEO never shown or admitted into 
evidence Aug 22, 2011 Cobb County. Felony Count 2 was a single email never sent from 
LinkedIN.com from alleged account Keith to ROSE inviting him to join Keith's 
professional anti-crime council.
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  Keith was almost murdered any of those +900 days by anyone since no one has ever 
offered to protect his life from 19580815 to today.

Jan 28, 2020 . We RAISE the BOUNTY on Yates to $2 Million USD for anyone to turn 
her in to FBI, AG, Military, Press, Interpol.  She refuses to call me or call anyone that is 
100% evidence her one signature puts her in prison, maybe a life sentence for conspiracy 
to murder. As she WAS the DOJ AG and the ONE Atlanta GA State AG I went to 
personally see Sept 13, 2011 after ROSE claimed I violated the criminally granted 
11.1.1171 Aug 31. Rose waited until Sept 26 2011 exactly at 9am when Cherokee County 
CID terrorist Matthew Pettepher made sure I was not arrested in Atlanta where I had huge 
resources to free me the same day. I was forced into Solitary confinement Oct 3, 2011 for 
25 days of starting HELL so I could not appear Oct 23 2011 Fulton County court with 
FBI AG agents and Federal Judge to put ROSE away for life = death Row. Same applies 
today 12 long years of pure hell and Constitutional Violations for my crusaders to file all 
required legal charges...

3. $2,000,000 USD = $2 Million USD for Fired DOJ AG sally q Yates who was the one 
AG in Atlanta who I visited Sept 2011 requesting protection and entry into Federal 
Witness Protection Program. She (or someone??) signed Norfolk VA 4:11cr112 Dec 13, 
2011 on ZERO evidence any violation occurred anyone can see Cobb County TPO 
11.1.1171.99 was dismissed July 15, 2011. This indicts others at same time of massive 
coverup conspiracies on their links to ROSE and other criminals and terrorists. Per two 
emails just sent to her and OTHER top witnesses, WHY has no one debriefed us on 
everything to date?  As of Oct 21 2019: Sally Q Yates. SYates@kslaw.com call her at 
404-572-2723, 202-626-2937 (Washington D.C.) Partner Special Matters and 
Government Investigations. 

    SHE (or anyone) must contact TRUMP DOJ DOD Military immediately regarding 
Norfolk VA 4:11cr112 Murder for Hire = Class Action Lawsuit massive Landmark 
Miscarriage of Justice. Even she can fill out SF-95 Tort Claim or equal request for 
Restitution and identify all these people on just this page. Who will dispatch the required 
FBI DOJ DOD NSA CIA agents to call us back, since NO ONE has ever done any 
required followup for now 11.11 years. SHE CAN PERSONALLY PAY for our plane 
ticket back to USA to TESTIFY and personally escort us to Washington with King & 
Spaulding Lawyers representing CreatorKeith.SPACE.
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4. $40,000 USD. Ms Bashama born April 3, 1961. see below. $5,000 wendell carraway 
her criminal partner. She stole over $40,000 USD on Feb 1-3, 2011 by U-Haul truck. She 
blackmailed Officer Wishon at Marietta Police Dept Feb 8, 2011 10am as I photographed 
her conspiracies. In court Feb 22, 2011 Judge ? commanded I shut up when I asked him 
to arrest Ms. Bashama. Spent overnight in Hell Jail then authored world famous 
HelpInmates.com the next morning to show how Whistleblowers are denied all their 
rights to testify and cruely treated by judges who obviously violate laws of fair hearings 
when evidence is accepted by both plaintiffs and defendants.  NO Police OFFICER 
showed up in court, another violation of my rights to face so many accusers, we did 
indeed loose count. We do have most of their names and exact time/dates of their 
violations and remain unable to find ANYONE in USA GOV who actually upholds 
existing laws.  Updated Nov 2, 2019. Prophet keith duncan.

5. $50,000 USD. douglas vernon Duncan, Cary NC. USA DOB Jan 17, 1954. Guilty of 
filing false TPO Feb 2012 while defrauding keith of Duncan Tree Farm LLP over 
$110,000 USd. We have three emails from Doug from 2016 promising to KILLus(keith) 
by sending his gun club buddies to find us where-ever I live. His email clearly says 'YOU 
are a PUSSY' and 'ONE SHOT, ONE KILL" This is both terrorist threat and mail fraud as 
not a single person including Wake County NC sherrifs department has called us back 
and issued TPO and arrest warrant against Doug. His original criminally issued FALSE 
TPO was used by Atlanta Judge to justify forcing keith into 2 years of medical 
examinations and forced drug medicatioin based on NO EVIDENCE. That alone is a 
huge medical malpractice suit shown on dairylanddank.wix.com.solutiond that was at 
our  SolutionDrugs.com. We have never been allowed for any reason to TESTIFY 
against so many criminal accusers who all benefited by defrauding us.  WHY? so many 
validated reasons we often go despondent, even today Nov 2, 2019 since we work for 
GOD fulltime.

5b. $5,000 Paige Lee Duncan Collins. Bar Harbor Maine. Sister who falsely testified I 
was a drug addict summer 2008 that forced me into Mental hospital for 7 days when they 
forced drugged me to force me to be competent since my ex-wife had stolen $1.2 Million 
USD of MY ASSETS. My own criminal brother also part of conspiracies to prevent their 
own subpoenas that send them to jail (x 3 times for the days I was illegally held). 
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6. $150,000 USD sherry mingle duncan Norcross GA USA DOB Nov 4, 1958. For 
filing false TPO spring 2009, then massive bank fraud Chase bank, Bellsouth Retirement 
account, and testifying against keith to steal my Norcross and Marietta GA home cash, 
bank accounts, and possessions from Oct 3, 2011 to present. Over $800,000 USD cash 
and assets taken by Murdered Brian Walker + my own Duncan clan Sherry, Matthew, 
and Kyle duncan. My own lawyers KNEW these irrefutable facts and evidence this entire 
time from spring 2008 to present and refuse to GO to FBI AG PRESS or Public. They 
have all been legally warned to surrender all evidence and confess or serve PRISON time 
while we the USA GOV seize all their assets to pay back any victims, 1% to 
BuiltByKeith.com Trust NGO fund, rest to build infrastructure owned BY our 
people=you

7.  $150,000 USD Each matthew vernon duncan + kyle smith duncan (sons) guilty of 
stealing my assets Oct 3, 2011 to March 2014 and testifying I was a drug addict, did not 
know my own name, and by refusing to hire me a lawyer with my own cash in their 
hands OR go to FBI AG PRESS immediately. Sad is Matthew is USA Marine 12 years in 
Japan and faces Military Tribunal court martial for massive crimes against military. both 
sons actively testify to prevent themselves, Sherry Duncan, and others from facing Prison 
and confiscation of all their assets I have legally claimed as owned by builtBykeith.com 
this entire time...

8. $200,000 USD lawyer ross grisham, Canton GA for conspiracy theft $27,500 USD 
Nov 2007 and refusals to contact FBI AG PRESS with all evidence. GA state BAR 
already debriefed. Grisham, Canton GA, office (678)-880-9360 was called thru his paralegal 
and ordered to surrender.

He was ordered to exonerate the ONE forced misdemeanor charge issued after violation of 90 
day speedy trial law. Return my $27,000 USD lawyer fee (implicates BC Chopper) as both of 
them REFUSED to contact FBI-AG or Military or PRESS as I ordered them to do back in Nov 
2011.

9. $100,000 USD lawyer Jimmy deal. Norcross GA (770)263-7200 
Jimmy@GDFDPc.com Guilty of refusals to go FBI AG to turn over 3 banker boxes of 
CD-ROMS + court docs. So many crimes as he faces Prison for massive obstruction of 
justice and violations of so many laws.
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10. $200,000 USD Judge Jackson of Norfolk VA for massive obstruction of Justice and 
Fraud against USA, He also had the dismissed Cobb County TPO 11..11.1171.99 entire 
time and refused to call FBI AG or my own pre-paid lawyers. He told me to SHUT THE 
HELL UP, that I could never speak, could NEVER present submit any evidence, and the 
only reason I was in court was to decide HOW to force mediate me into a vegetable. He 
was also PAID off by ROSE as all court proceedings are open Public records. Judge 
SEALED everything violating FOIA laws.

11. $150,000 USD AUSAG dee sterling who committed so many felony crimes for 
above reasons and refused to dismiss case and set me free for any legal reasons shown. 
For even she held the most incriminating famous evidence the ONE Cobb County TPO 
11.1.1171.99 Cancelled 7-15-2011 since we are the ONLY person who sent JUDGE and 
her the N.C.I.S. printout from the Military showing all 4 false charges were dismissed.  
Another criminal for world to see and no one does any obvious legal action of filing ANY 
court required document to protect keiths' life and seize his assets. The cost of 900 days 
in Hell Jail were paid for with taxpayer funds. The public will RIOT when they finally 
see the results.

12. $100,000 USD phoenix harris ayotte, Norfolk VA (703)684-7908. Guilty of 
conspiracy to kidnap and murder for hire as she was paid off also by ROSE to destroy all 
evidence. She prevented any and all evidence from being submitted to JUDGE FBI AG 
Military. She claimed 'OH we are not at the stage when you can go to trial. I said "I was 
kidnapped", you know this, you violate laws, tell Judge to LET ME GO now. Same 
as I stated every single time I was in court. I was told to SHUT UP that I had NO 
Constitutional Rights'.  Phoenix was even criminally incompetent to post on her firms 
website that I was criminally insane and found to be incompetent by HER, yes HERE as 
we have that letter to show DOJ AG this entire time.  SO so many crimes that are 
always most PROFITABLE to OUR Crusaders in Real and Punitive Damages.  Yet 
NO ONE returns our calls and does ANY required criminal investigations this entire 
time... Nov 2, 2019 as we are still barely alive in Manila conducting street ministries and 
contacting top world leaders and everyone in between almost every day.

13. $10,000 USD Each USA Marshal Van.Grady@USDOJ.gov and Tom Shell for 
conspiracy to obstruct justice and other filed felony criminal charges. Tom per Oct 1, 
2011 phone call. 
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14. $5,000 USD for each Police Officer Cobb County, Gwinnett, Cherokee, Forsyth, 
Fulton who refused to contact Judges, FBI AG entire time. We have most of the over 5 
Police Dept reports we filed that were closed immediately and most of the emails when 
the Police officers told us to STOP contacting them. They claimed NOT enough evidence 
to continue. That alone is another violation of OUR rights to use their Protective 
investigative services as we went to their District Attorneys also commanding that 
investigations and protection be provided immediately.

15. $1,000,000 USD alexander cyclone covey. Cyber crime terrorist owner with ROSE 
of AgileLaw.com. He is the one criminals who subpoena us for Oct 25 2011 RICO trial 
against ROSE and gave the infamous video to ROSE that was never submitted in court 
Aug 22, 2011. That one video from Nov 14, 2010 (2010) shows ROSE endangering his 
own children as I told them to GO HOME. His terrorist companies infiltrate court rooms 
and extreme intellectual property by offering all digital transcription and evidence storage 
claiming they have no access to the evidence. This is most profitable cyber crime terrorist 
attacks in world history based on simple common sense we have shown world entire 
time.

16. $100,000 USD Dr Jill Volin (psychotic Psychiatrist contractor from U.N.C Chapel 
Hill Associate Professor. Guilty of Massive Medical Malpractice and attempted murder 
by forced drug injections. Each other Doctor had the same access and was legally 
warned.

17. $50,000 USD Matt Pettpher. CID Police Cherokee County. He signed the arrest 
warrant Sept 26, 2011 9am claiming I sent LINKED IN Email to ROSE and Felony 
charge of sending ROSE 1 video that was NEVER admitted into evidence to CREATE 
the TPO 11.1.7683.99 Aug 22, 2011. I emailed him Aug 2011 that FBI was coming to 
investigate HIM and arrest him for his crimes protecting ROSE at my extreme expense 
and ultimate peril. That one document used to ORDER kidnapping #3 as ROSE never 
signed anything or showed ANY evidence I was stalking him since ROSE had been 
Stalking me and robbing my homes this entire time for HIS most extensive crime 
evidence already turned over to everyone.  Indicts others in Cherokee County including 
each of 3 Judges and each Prosecutor and DA who were criminally conspiring with 
ROSE.
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Indicts each Cobb County Marietta GA Police Officers, JC Bain, JD Wishon, CID Benito 
+ more (see the original Police Dept reports and FOIA court documents for complete list 
of ALL who violated laws. 

18. $5,000 Dr Barbe Serle. Took my $5,000 USD in cash and refused to return it Nov 
2014 right before my one way travel to China, JerUSAlem, ROME, Hong Kong, 
Philippines.  I supported her faithfully for 5 months summer 2014.

19. Tom Haag +1(70)349-9337  Las Vegas Nevada USA. $500 USD for $425 USD I 
sent him to GO TO FBI AG PRESS and to complete CEOSPACE.NET 
SolutionManifesto.com. He too has disappeared again last month. Claims my-his group 
has massive evidence showing ROSE is super criminal. He is one of the few who has 
100% confirmed ROSE is behind these most horrific crimes against humanity + coverups.

Tom testified ROSE bought a personal Submarine and hosts Sex swapping orgies so easy 
for him to VIDEO record and blackmail more victims.

20. $10,000 USD each. DOJ Judge Douglas Miller Norfolk VA, DOJ Federal Judge ? in 
Atlanta GA Feb 2012, ALL DOJ officials seen on PDF file FOIA file indicting each for 
WHY they refused to release me INTO Military Protection and Federal Witness 
Projection Program while world ManHunted ROBERT DEE ROSE.

21. $5,000 USD. Everyone tied to Lawyer Alexander Cyclone Covey CEO of cyber 
crime terrorist group AgileLaw.com, Partner of ROSE. guilty of mass conspiracies by 
illegally sending ONE video to ROSE I legally recorded Nov 2010 showing ROSE 
endangering his own 2 children. THAT one video used by ROSE was NEVER 
submitted into evidence and was used by ROSE to get criminally granted TPO 
11.1.8376.99 historical fateful day Aug 22, 2011, THEN used to claim violation. SEE 
VIDEO: https://youtu.be/8HH4Jrace_k?t=493

22. $10,000 USD for each Gwinnett County Police and District Attorneys including John 
"Trapp' McDowell who threatened us along with the other CID police when we visited 
them multiple times to report my homes had been robbed by ROSE, Duncan Clan, 
murdered Brian Walker(Dec 7, 2013), Ms. Bashama, and other criminals. Same is true of 
Marietta Police, Cherokee County Police. Each document implicates crimes starting with 
massive Obstruction of Justice and fraud of the USA Government.
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23 +120 ALL OTHERS tied to ROSE by their very own signed confessions = Court 
Docs we (and many others recovered) and turned OVER to all law enforcement, 
PRESS, PUBLIC, and hundreds of law firms. All deny any authority, any jurisdiction, or 
ability to respond to the WORST CYBER CRIME TERRORIST attacks in world history 
we solved and prevented PRIOR to Sept 25, 2011 safe haven debrief of USA Military. 
FOLLOW the URL perfected trails of their crime history as USA GOV owes me over 
$500 Million USD, Press Conferences with World Leaders. 

 

This has always been the most massive criminal conspiracy and coverups that IS most 
profitable growing PayBack for

LandMark Class Action Suit Miscarriage of Justice.  Evidence has always 
shown that simple cybercrime methods are stealing BILLIONS of real $$ from our 
citizens every month. Appears now EVEN Trillions when any Market research 
mastermind looks at the rise and fall of stock markets since everyone knows the fixed 250 
Trillion USD of world assets is being traded 30Billion Import/Export per year. This is a 
crime industry as our very own man made laws are the Taxes, restrictions, tarriffs, 
Customs duties, graft kick backs, secret conterfeit shipments, and other clear to see 
transfer of TRILLIONS of real  $$$ to the Criminal Ruling Elite. FINALLY after 40 
years of the most extensive R&D research by the most masterminds genius of our world, 
we have legal constitution methods ratified to transfer all crime wealth BACK to our 
7.7Billion forsaken people.

Simply ask any of our thousands of networked experts to HELP you claim these rewards 
through BuiltBykeith.com

May 17, 2020 Continuous Fail Safe KEEP ALIVE webcast is HERE:

     Exercising our basic Constitutional RIGHTS and laws of Free Speech, here is 
the most common sense logic of all time. There does exist a class of real people like 
Cambodia PotPol and Hitler/Stalin/Lenin/Mao types who love to murder millions of 
our people and relish the open sex orgies, the secret Society Ceremonies, and the 
most brutal torture of children, women and anyone who objects to their sociopath 
psycho path mindset. These are the ROBERT DEE ROSEs and Lucifers who 
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murder anyone with glee and pay off OUR key government officials, corporate 
executives, and other hardened criminals to commit more crimes against humanity.

    This is Reality. Our system uses Military Special Forces to literally kill these 
murdering offenders if anytime they refuse to surrender and confess by testifying 
WHO are their long list of victims and WHO are part of their criminal murderous 
network. For they ONLY care about money, dominance and total control over 
everyone.  I, Keith Duncan, do hereby testify to the world that the peace keepers 
who claim 'OH just Sing Come By Lordee, = CUM BY LORD" will save any ones 
soul by the Grace of Jesus Christ most holy power" are living in Fantasy land and 
literally covering up their own murderous mindset and crimes against humanity.

   For Those on your own true spiritual journey, YOUR FIRST ACTION must be 
resolve ALL CONFLICTS with your past and current victims.  If you DO NOT 
ADDRESS your own sins, you will NEVER EVER understand that GOD lives 
among us.

   I am the ONLY PERSON in known world so far, who has done ALL the required 
Research and Development on everything and already deployed and answer 
solutions to humanity my enire life and then BEEN victimized continuously to the 
extreme becasue NO HONEST PERSON CAN BE FOUND who actuall upholds 
existing laws...  Even my own people forsake our ministries almsot every day.

    Anyone aiding and Abetting a criminal at any level is guilty of the same offenses. 
Participating in a murder for hire conspiracy easily puts these same apathetically 
stupid people on Death Row and/or Prison for refusing to testify against these most 
dangerous criminals who freely roam our world.  Debating for years over New 
Laws, Sanctions, and we HOPE these people will come to justice on their own free 
will is also the most insane fantasy.  I personally NEVER had any issue with 
anyone unitl ROSE. ROSE has gone to all extremes to have me murdered many 
many times, and no one cares at all about WHO and WHY GOD sent me personally 
to complete the original purpose for our creation: 
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    TO enforce integrity ethics and put to death anyone who violates our Human 
Rights is the most obvious clear cut common sense logical answer.  I am beyond 
OUTRAGED that over 125 named persons have NEVER been contacted and 
brought to JUSTICE by TRUMP, DOD, DOJ, literally NOT even a SINGLE 
lawyer, Prosecutor, or Judge.

We retain all our Constitutional rights to continue posting bounty rewards on anyones 
head to motivate them to surrender evidence, to call proper authorities, and to even call 
us directly this entire Time. we hide NOTHING, and expect Humanity to do the same. 0 
secrets means preventing almost all crimes at point of conception (think pregnancy) or 
business transactions at POS moment of confirmed identification and automatic Back 
ground check to confirm one has specific integrity rating. We always had IID 
1-19580815-1 = 101% since we are most humble and refuse to take advantage of anyone 
since that is never our original conceived human nature to achieve one degree of 
separation.  We request any in world contact us directly, book us with bidOnkeith so we 
can go as a team to the greatest places of needs at Corp or Gov expense for the true 
reason we are here. We teach how to enforce integrity and maintain world peace with 
SolutionManifesto.com and other ordained methods.

Destruction and forgery of Police and DOJ Reports is a cybercrime as THAT is 
always the most profitable crime enterprise of all time. Now we have FOIA.ONE 
that exposes EVERYTHING in worlds last Open Public Source database.

Legally submitted into EVIDENCE for any COURT of ANY LAW to administer justice 
using all existing LAWS,

Keith Brent Duncan (digitally signed with FOIA.ONE IID 1-19580815-1
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